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ABSTRACT
The phenomenological characteristics of the electron
component in sho_wers initiated by primary gamma-quanta we-
re analyzed on the basis of the Tien Shah experimental da-
t_.It is shown that the lateral distribution o;f the elect-
,_ons in gamma-quanta_ initiated showers can be described
with NKG - function with age parameter _ = 0,76 -_ O,02, dif-
ferent from the same parameter for normal showers with the
same size _ = 0,85 -+ O,0I.The l_teral distribution of the
correspondent electron energy flux in gamma-quant_ initia-
ted showers is steeper as in no:rmal EAS.
I.Introduction
. The phen_menological characteristics of the electron
component of EAS contains information about the primary
particle which has initiated the shower /I,3/.Particularly,
/
the muon and hadron components in the extensive air showers,
generated by primary gamma-quanta, are practically absent be-
cause the photonuclear processes cross-section are relati-
vely small in comparison with the hadron-hadron interacti-
ons cross--sections,which are responsible for the normal
showers.
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In our earlier papers /14-6/ the investigation results
are discussed of primary gamm_-qu_nt_ with energy of _I0 I5
eV with the help of the method of muon sand h_dron poor-sho-
wer selection on the basis of the Tien Shah experimental
d_t_po>bt_ined during _n effective running time _-I,8.I04h°
2.Results
The l_ter_l distributions of the electron flux in the
selected muon _d hadron poor-showers were described in the
distance interval 5 _ I80 m from the axis by means of sta-
ndard NKG-function with age parameter _= 0,76 -_0,02. On
the other hand, the normal
R.=I_ showers with the same size
_ _ h_ve electron lateral dis-
_-/_ NK_S_ tribution_ char_cterized2
with the age parameter
T _'_ _I=0,85 "+ O,OI.In this ca-
m0 fz_ se, the gamma-initiated sho
wets are also younger that
the showers with the same size but generated by primary nu-
cleons and nucleis.T_king into account the rel_tion S = SI_ _
+ _S,where _S = 0_15 _ 0,20 /7/,it is necessary to suppose
that the development m_ximum of the gamma-initiated showers
is loca/ized deeper in the _thmosphere°This supposition is
confirmed by the _ comparison of the experimental d_ta /8/
_bout the height of the maximum in proton initi_ed sho-
wers with energy IO I5 eV - Xmax_450 g.cm -2 with the ca1-
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cul_tion result for the electron-photon c_sca_es in the
atbmosphere,_ssuming the same energy of the primary photon
-2 /9/
- Xmax_600 g. cm
The la,teral distribution of the electron energy flux
in gsunm_-.initiated a_d norma_l showers were analyzed too in
the distance interval 0,2 <r _5 m /fig.2/.
It is shown that the later_.l
distribution in normsal proton _
or nuclei initiated showers we-
re described by the same func--
_-Z tions _s in /I0/:
-I ,53
e_r 0,2 _ r _ 3 m
--I,9
_r 3m_r _7m
but in gamms,_-initiated showers
_e_-r-2'O 0,2 _ r _- 3 m.
i i I i I
2 3 5 z 10 RI,_I The _bsence of flattening of
, the l_ter_l distribution of the energy flux in the central
part of the pure electr_na_netic showers is _ n_tural con-
" sequence of the absence of transverse momenta of. secondary
hadr@ns in the high energy hadron interactions.
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